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Living Pure Natural cosmetics was created in 2013 aiming to promote and understand the benefits which can be obtained from nature and Mother Earth.
Our products range is highly enriched with natural herbal extracts that make it
unique and pure. All our compositions stated from thousands of years of old
skincare recipes were found in Greece, the country where beauty as a concept
was born. For this reason very few brands’ back stories can compete with that
of LPN’s.
Living Pure Natural is proud to offer a complete and exciting skincare product
range with six categories: Face, Body, Oils Collection, Men, Fragrances, Candles.

“

Where tradition meet s science

”

PURE

It is Living Pure Natural’s belief that our brand ’s
true style is all about the customer and our core
values. We endeavour through our journey to become
a luxurious, most effective, natural skincare brand.
The Greeks believed that there are three elements
to Beauty: Symmetry, Proportion and Harmony.
These are our principles today, adding also passion
and quality for what we create here in
Living Pure Natural.

Nektarios Tsinias
President & CEO
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NEA Intense Hydration Face Cream
NEA Face Cream is deeply moisturizing with
a complex blend of bioactive, natural ingredients formula. It leaves the skin intensely
nourished, comforted
and brightened. The
feeling of roughness and tightness
is instantly eased,
wrinkles are reduced and the skin is
perfectly supple and
soft. This rich, intensely moisturizing and
hydrating cream penetrates the subcutaneous layers of the epidermis.
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ALOE GOLDEN ROSE CREAM
Effective for use on all skin types and
wonderful on sunburnt or damaged skin.
Perfect for daily use, natural Aloe Golden
Rose is thickened to be easily applied,
while the properties of aloe and rose
are enhanced. It helps to cool the skin
instantly while it tightens and uplifts it,
providing soothing relief.

“

FACE

“Where
tradition meets
science...”
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TIMELESS Deep Hydration Night
Cream
If nothing seems to penetrate your very
dry skin, try Timeless Night Face Cream.
A unique blend of olive fruit and jojoba
oils, combined with antioxidant-rich essential oils, revitalizing cacao butter extracts and glycogen. Ingredients that will
help your face appear firmer, hydrated
and smoother.
Αll you need to do is apply and sleep.
The results are more than worth it.
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OLEUM Face Serum
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FACE

This overnight treatment Serum specifically developed to treat facial skin, allows
it to look suppler and firmer.
The Serum enriched with olive oil and
essential oils blend, combines fatty acids
and vitamins maintaining moisture and
preventing wrinkles. Created by a combination of complex active ingredients that
penetrate the layers of the skin, it gives
elasticity to the skin and keeps it soft and
healthy looking. Use the OLEUM Face
Serum every evening.
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FLOWERS FACE SCRUB
Let your skin shine with our FLOWERS
Face Scrub. The classic essential oils
combined, create an uplifting, energizing
and stimulating scent, to clear your mind
and keep it relaxed and calm.
The refreshing oils will also help tone
your skin, giving it the ultimate boost that
it needs.
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FACE MASK
This FACE MASK is scented with the essential oil of rose and is made up of an
emulsion (cream) base with Kaolin and
Bentonite, one of the most effective and
powerful healing clays.
It draws out impurities from the skin.
Argan oil and Shea butter moisturize
it while the rose leaves you with a renewed, glowing complexion.

“

FACE
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DIAMOND ELITE
Enriched Hand Cream
Living Pure Natural’s extra virgin olive oil, in
a super hydrating blend with nutritious oils,
such as almond, jojoba and argan oil, rich in
oleic acid is a favourite formula among our
skincare range.
DIAMOND ELITE
hand cream is
light in texture
and gives intense
moisture to your
hands. Great for
women and men, it
leaves no residues and absorbs quickly. It
has a pleasant scent thanks to the blend of
essential oils. It is also hypoallergenic and it
can be used throughout the day.
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LPN TOUCH is a luxurious, hydrating,
fragranced hand lotion from Living
Pure Natural. Helps soothe and calm
your skin, offering maximum hydration,
while our unique fragrant blend creates a
feeling of well-being. Perfect for all skin
types, especially great for calming extra
dry, flaky skin.

DIAMOND POCKET Hand Cream
Hypoallergenic and light in texture, it
gives moisture to your hands.
The combination of our recipe with a perfectly balanced blend of bioactive, natural ingredients, penetrates deep into the
epidermal layers and instantly nourishes
the complex intercellular structure. DIAMOND POCKET supports dry, neglected
hands and offers protection against the
elements.

“

PURE

“where
nature meets
daily life...”

BODY

LPN Touch Hand Lotion
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SOMA Hydrating Body Lotion
Our SOMA Body Lotion is our best-selling miracle in a bottle with a pump dispenser that ensures each dose. It is pure,
absorbs fast and has a soft and gentle
smell from our essential oils.
Not only does it hydrate the skin, it
also helps to tighten it and increase its
regeneration. After a couple of weeks
it will transform the way you feel about
yourself!
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DERMA Body Wash

PURE

MALAMA Hydrating Hand Soap
MALAMA Liquid Soap with a pump dispenser ensures that each dose is pure
and sanitary. This big bottle is perfect for
large families, public uses and for those
who wash their hands frequently requiring a gentle, emollient formula. Ideal for
dry hands, MALAMA ensures extra softness and protection.

“

BODY

Echoes the unparalleled history of Greece
in creating beauty products from ancient
times, using only the best natural ingredients. This shower gel purifies the body,
cleanses and leaves the skin hydrated.
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KIRALIFI
New KIRALIFI is a traditional Greek
Ointment made from two amazing ingredients: Pure extra virgin olive oil and
antiseptic beeswax. The genuine natural
KIRALIFI is considered to be one of the
most miraculous natural formulations
and has been used for centuries by the
Greeks. It is very effective on dry skin,
rashes and many other skin conditions.
As it is pure, it can even be used on newborn babies.
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MAXNAIL Nail Care Balm

PURE

LIP BALM
LIP BALM provides intensive protection
for sensitive lips thanks to the valuable
properties of honey and mastic. Moisturizes your lips with amazing hydrating
effects, keeping them plump and gorgeous.

“

BALMS

Protect your nails against damage, allowing the balm soak into your skin
helping it stay soft and silky throughout
the day. MAXNAIL Care Balm is designed
to moisturize and assist in a variety of
cosmetic conditions. Its secret lies in the
unique combination of natural ingredients
such as olive oil, beeswax and mastic
with aloe vera.
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TATTOO EXPERT Aftercare Balm
Our TATTOO Aftercare Balm is a unique
formula of 100% natural ingredients.
● Prepares the skin pre-tattooing by softening and moisturising the skin.
● Assists in healing and soothing new
tattoos.
● Helps to prevent inflammation and
itching whilst healing.
● Maintains colour vibrancy.
● Revives old tattoos by hydrating the
skin, therefore enhancing colours and
renewing details.
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HERBAL SHAMPOO
FOR ALL HAIR TYPES

PURE

SHAMPOO

Shampoo with labdanum and dittany which are well known for their mild
antiseptic and soothing properties. The
composition with cleansing agents of
natural origin does not irritate the scalp
and respects the hydrolipid layer of skin.
Enriched with rose water for beautiful
smelling hair.
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SOAPS
All SOAPS are handmade using a traditional cold process method. Each bar
is hand cut, stamped and wrapped with
care. With olive oil for supple skin, restorative coconut oil, dittany herb and
water distilled from the mountains of
Crete, it creates a rich lather that cleans
and moisturizes. Made from the finest
natural products, you’ll find a wide range
of soaps that will leave your skin feeling
fresh and clean.
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OUR SOAP COLLECTION
BLACK CLAY
GREEN CLAY
PINK CLAY
AMBER
LEMON
MASTIC

PURE

SOAPS

CUCUMBER
CINNAMON & CLOVE
SEAWEED
POPPY SEEDS
JASMINE
ORANGE
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ETERNAL Oil for FACE
It is an excellent face care oil as it is
loaded with fatty acids and vitamin E.
It nourishes, moisturizes, soothes and
gives your skin a lovely healthy glow.
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ETERNAL Oil for BODY

A natural, deep conditioning treatment
of Eternal Oil for Hair each week helps
soften your hair, making it more pliable
while enhancing the feeling of softness
that lasts.

Treat yourself to visibly smoother, suppler and more toned skin, with Eternal
Body Oil. This rich, nourishing treatment
oil delivers a ravishing ritual that helps
boost the appearance of a gorgeous skin.

“

OILS

ETERNAL Oil for HAIR

“Delicately
scented oils to
nourish body
and soul”
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IKAROS After Shave Balm
Enriched with a purifying and stimulating
complex of essential oils, sandalwood
and moisturising vegetable based glycerine, this aftershave balm immediately
hydrates the skin and eliminates the feeling of tightness.
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LPN MEN Pre Shave Balm

PURE

NEOS Hydrating Face Cream
Complete care Moisturiser delivers total
care for a man’s skin needs. Its texture
is immediately absorbed, to leave skin
comfortable without shine or stickiness.
It can be used in the morning and evening. Discover our LPN MEN products for
men’s shaving face and body care.

“

MEN

LPN MEN is extremely popular with our
specially formulated citrus scent, being
reminiscent of the old style barber shops
of a century ago.
This traditional recipe passed from
generation to generation, offers deep
conditioning of the facial hair. Made with
only the finest oils and ingredients, it
leaves skin and facial hair soft and manageable.
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My LPN for Men
My LPN for Men was created to leave a
powerful, lasting and sensual signature
on the skin. It reflects pure elegance
infusing old aromas from Crete. This
intense combination of the natural wild
Cretan juniper and the sensual dittany
luminous aroma, leaves you with an unparalleled sense of confidence and freshness through the day.
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The attention is captured by a sensuous
blend of carob and the flower of beauty,
Magnolia. A dramatic signature scent unfolds with this custom-made fragrance.
My LPN for Women infuses the senses
and assists the skin. Our fragrance has
toning up properties that help skin’s
elasticity. It offers intensive moisturizing,
while its discrete fragrance creates the
perfect setting for the modern woman.

“

PURE

FRAGRANCES

My LPN for Women
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WHITE JASMINE
Warm and sweet. Jasmine captures the
fragrance of Jasmine blooms in springtime. The uplifting scent, reminiscent of
warm moonlit walks on the cobblestone
streets of the greek isles, leaves you with
an incredible sense of freedom and nostalgia.
Captivating and seductive, jasmine is one
of the flowers most valued by perfumers.
Jasmine’s mood-inducing scent is one of
the most distinct of all natural aromas. If
you like your fragrance to make an impact and to announce your arrival, Jasmine is the scent for you.
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GARDENIA
This delightful flower is said to be a
symbol of romantic love, purity and refinement.
Living Pure Natural has rediscovered this
lovely scent and has transformed it into
a modern and feminine fragrance. It is
based on concentrated premium essential
oils and lasts for many hours on the skin.

“

FRAGRANCES

PURE
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HERA
Living Pure Natural Facial Spray with
dittany herb & rosewater is a refreshing,
hydrating mist for all skin types. Created
with a blend of fragrant herbal extracts
and rosewater, it lightly refreshes skin
whilst boosting hydration and relieving
dehydrated tight complexions. Mist it
over your moisturiser for intense hydration or use it to set makeup. It can even
be used on dry hair as a light moisturising mist.

“

FRAGRANCES

PURE
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CHERRY
Our Cherry Hand Poured Soy Candle has
a light yet vibrant scent identical to a tub
of ripe cherries. The absolutely delicious
sweetness of rich, black cherries in a
pot, brings you back to the lush evenings
of Greece’s cherry forests.
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COFFEE

PURE

ALMOND MILK
This LPN SIGNATURE candle gives the
promise to fill the room with the light and
delicate scent of almond milk… Warm,
comforting and soothing our Hand
Poured Soy Candle would be an excellent
way to set the mood in any home.

“

“Unique scents
that brighten
and freshen the
air”

CANDLES

The traditional design of our signature
classic coffee scented candles reflect a
warm, relaxed sense of being at home.
Vibrantly stimulating, with the intense
aroma of black coffee and a fresh burst
of sweetness will awake your senses.
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Nantwich Market, Market Street
Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 5DJ
www. livingpurenatural.com
email: info@livingpurenatural.com
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